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Abstract. In this paper two main results are obtained. One generahzes the well-known theorem 
of Erdos and Gallal [ 1 ] on the realizablhty of  degree sequences by graphs without loops and 
multiple edges. It states that a nonmcreasing sequence d = (d l ,  ..., d n) of nonnegatlve integers 
is r-graphic (that is, reahzable by a loopless graph m which no two vertices are joined by more 
than r edges) If and only If 
(i) Zn=ld t is even, and 
(h) for every positive integer k < n, 
k n 
di < rk(k - I )+  ~ mm( rk, di)  . 
t=l i=k + 1 
The other result is a similar generahzatlon of a theorem of Havel and Haklml [5, 3]. 
1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper, r denotes some nonnegative integer. By an 
r-graph we mean a loopless undirected graph in which no two vertices 
are joined by more than r edges. A sequence d = (d 1 , ..., d n ) of nonne- 
gative integers is real izable by  (or, a degree sequence  o f )  a graph if there 
is a graph with n vertices whose degrees are d 1 , ..., d n . We say that 
d = (d 1 .. . .  , d n ) is r-graphic if it is realizable by an r-graph. The main re- 
suits in this paper are generalizations from 1-graphs to r-graphs of  two 
well-known theorems, one by Havel and Hakimi [5, 3] and one by 
Erdos and Gallai [ 1 ]. In Section 2, we present the generalized Havel-  
Hakimi theorem. Algorithms for testing whether a given sequence is r- 
graphic and, if so, for constructing r-graphs with this degree sequence 
can be easily obtained from this theorem. In addition, the lemma used 
* Original version received 26 September 1972. 
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to prove our generalized Havel-Hakimi theorem shows that an r-graphic 
sequence is realizable by r-graphs of certain canonical forms and is use- 
ful too for proving some other results on r-graphic sequences (for in- 
stance Theorem 2.6). In Section 3, further necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions for sequences to be r-graphic are given, in particular Theorem 
3.5, the generalized Erd6s-Gallai theorem. 
In this paper, the following notation is used. The letter G denotes a
graph; V(G)  and E(G)  are the vertex set and the edge set of G, respec- 
tively. The degree of a vertex x in G is denoted by d(x ,  G). If x, y 
V(G),  then (x, y) denotes an edge joining x and y and x VG Y denotes 
the set of  edges in G joining x and y. If X,  Y c__ V(G) ,  X V a Y denotes 
the set of edges with one end in X and the other end in Y. If graphs G 
and H are isomorphic, we write G = H. If x ~ V(G),  G - x is the graph 
obtained from G by deleting x and its incident edges. I fA is a set, then 
IAI denotes its cardinality. 
2. A generalized Havel-Hakimi theorem 
Definition 2.1. Let d = (d 1 , . . . ,  d n ) be a nonincreasing sequence of non- 
negative integers uch that d 1 <_ Zn__2min(d~, r}. Let j ~ {1, ..., n } and 
denote by w = (Wl, ..., wn_  1 ) the sequence (d I .... , d/_ l ,  dl+ 1 . . . .  ,dn) .  
For t = 0, 1, 2 ..... let f ( t )  denote the number of terms in w which are 
greater than t and set 
f ( t )  
S(t) = ~ min{wi - t , r} .  
i= 1 
Let t* be the largest <_ d 1 such that S(t )  > d I. We call the sequence 
w* = * . . . ,  Wn_  1 ) ,  where 
Wt* = W i - -  r 
=t*+l  
= t*  
= W t 
for i = 1, ..., f ( t *  + r ) ,  
for i =f ( t*  + r) + 1, . . . , f ( t *  + r) + S( t * )  - d~,  
for i = f ( t *  + r) + S( t * )  - d! + 1, ..., f ( t * )  , 
for i =f ( t* )  + 1, ..., n - 1 , 
the j th  r - reduced sequence  ofd  and the sequence b = w - w*  the j th  
r -bondable  sequence  of d. 
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Fig. 1. An  ar ray  o f  n - 1 co lumns  o f  square  cells. 
The ]th r-reduced sequence of d = (d 1 , ..., d n ) is in fact the nonin- 
creasing rearrangement of the sequence obtained from (d 1 .... , dj_ 1 , 
dj+ 1 . . . .  , d n) by reducing by 1 the remaining largest erm that has not 
already been reduced r times, and repeating the procedure d i times. Or, 
pictorially, the jth r-reduced sequence and the jth r-bondable sequence 
of a nonincreasing sequence d = (d 1 . . . .  , dn)  may be described as fol- 
lows: Construct an array of n - 1 columns of square cells as in Fig. 1, 
where columns 1 to n - 1 from left to right have all, ..., dj_l, di+ 1 ..... 
d n cells, respectively. Let us call a cell r-usable if it is one of the top- 
most r cells of  a column. We shade d I r-usable cells of the array one by 
one choosing each time the right-most unshaded cell in the topmost 
row that contains unshaded r-usable cells. Then the sequence of the 
numbers of shaded (resp. unshaded) cells in the n - 1 columns from 
left to right is the jth r-bondable (resp. r-reduced) sequence of d. Also, 
the S(t )  of Definition 2.1 is the number of r-usable cells above t rows 
of cells. 
Remark 2.2. The following statements can be easily verified. 
(i) The jth r-reduced sequence of a nonincreasing sequence d = (d 1 , 
..., d n) of nonnegative integers is also a nonincreasing sequence of non- 
negative integers. 
(ii) The jth r-bondable sequence b of d = (d l ,  ..., d n) is a sequence of 
nonnegative integers whose sum is d I and each term of b is at most r. 
(iii) If a nonincreasing d =(d l ,  ..., d n) is r-graphic, then d I <_ 
Z7--2 min {di, r} and hence the jth r-reduced sequence and the jth r- 
bondable sequence of d exist for j = 1, ..., n. 
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Definit ion 2.3. Two edges o f  an r-graph are independent if the four ver- 
tices incident with them are all distract. I fH  is an r-graph obtained 
from an r-graph G by replacing two independent  edges (u, o), (x, y)  in 
G with two edges (u, x),  (v, y)  (or (u, y) ,  (v, x)),  we say that H is ob- 
tained from G by an r-exchange. We say that G is r-transformable to a 
graph H, and we write G & H if there is a sequence Go, G l . . . . .  G t of  r- 
graphs, where G O = G, G t = H and, for l = 1 .. . .  , t, G t is obtained from 
Gz_ 1 by an r-exchange. 
Lemma 2.4. I ra  nonlncreasing d = (d I . . . . .  d ,  ) is r-graphic and b = (b I , 
..., bn_ 1 ) ts the ]th r-bondable sequence o ld ,  arid i f  G ts an r-graph 
whose vertices x, Y l ,  , Yn- I  have degrees d:, d 1 , . , d/_ I, d/+l, . , d, 
respectively, then G ~ H, where H is a graph with IxV H ytl  = b t for 
i=1  ... .  ,n -  1. 
Proof.  We define w (w 1 , wn_ 1), w* = (w~, * t* = ..., ..., Wn_ 1 ), f ( t )  and 
as in Definit ion 2.1. For  a graph H with vertices x, Yl  .. . . .  Yn-1,  we 
write ~ = Ix V H yil  and 
, a (H)  = 
n-1  
Ibg -b , I .  
i=1 
Now let H be a graph r-transformable from G and such that A(H) is as 
small as possible. 
Suppose that A(H) > 0 and let l' be the smallest i ~ { 1 . . . . .  n - 1 } 
such that b f 4: b z. 
Case 1" b H < b i , .  Then since ~-n-1/,H ""i--1 ~', = d/= F,n~ 1 b, there is some 
1 
i" 6 (i' + 1 .. . .  , n - 1 } such that b~, > b~,,. We thus have 
> w, , -b , , - -w ,* ,>_w,* , , - -w , , , -b , , ,  > , 
and so there exists some y ~ V(H) - (x, y~,, y~,, } such that ly V H Yi' I > 
ly V H Yi" I. Now, we have 
IXVHY/ , I=bH,> O, lyVHY, , l>  O, 
Ix VH y / I=bH <r ,  ly VH Y , , , I<r .  
It fol lows that a graph H'  can be obtained from H by an r-exchange 
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which replaces two edges (x, Yi") and (y,  Yt') of  H with edges (x, Yt') 
and (y,  Yr')" Since 
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and 
b~ <b H'=b/H, + l<-b  r ,  b H ,>b~,  '=b/H, , -  l~-b, , ,  
b H = b H' for t  q~ (t', i"} , 
we have A(H') < A(H), which contradicts the choice of  H. 
Case 2" b~ > b c. Then there exists some i" ~ (i' + 1 .. . .  , n - 1 } such 
that bff, < br,. Since b c < r and b r, > 0, it follows that i' > f ( t *  + r) 
and z" <_ f ( t * )  and thus w* t"' w~, ~ (t* + 1 t*}. Hence 
w~,-b/H, <-w t , -b / -  l=w~ - 1 
< wi*, = w, , ,  - b , , ,  < w, , ,  - . 
It follows that there exists some y ~ V(H) - {x, y,, ,  Yz" } such that 
lyV H N~,I< INV H yr , I .Now 
Ix VH Yr l=bf f  > O, ly VH Yr, I> O, 
Ix VH y : I=bH,<r ,  ly VH Yr l<r ,  
and so it is again clear that a graph H' with A(H') < A(H) can be ob- 
tained from H by an r-exchange. 
Hence we must have A(/-/) = 0, and thus the lemma is proved. 
Theorem 2.5 (A generalized Have l -Hak imi  theorem). Let  / ~ ( 1, ..., n }. 
A nonincreasing sequence d = (d 1 , . . . ,  d n) ofnonnegat ive integers is r- 
graphic i f  and only i f  the ]th r-reduced sequence w* = (w~, ..., w*_ 1 ) of  
d is r-graphic. 
Proof. Let b = (b I , ..., bn_ 1 ) be the j th r-bondable sequence o fd .  
Assume that d is r-graphic. Let w = (w 1 .. . . .  Wn_ 1 ) be the sequence 
(d l ,  ..., d/_ l ,  d l .  1 .. . . .  d n ) and G be an r-graph whose vertices x, Yl ,  ".-, 
Yn-1 have degrees d], w 1 , ..., Wn_l,  respectively. Then by Lemma 2.4, 
G ~ H, where H is an r-graph such that Ix Vt¢ ytl = b z for l = 1 .. . .  , n - 1. 
So H - x is an r-graph realizing w* since d(y  z, H - x)  = w z - b z = w* 
fo r /=  1, . . . ,n -  1. 
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Conversely, assume that the jth r-reduced sequence w of d is r-graphic. 
Let G' be an r-graph whose vertices Y l  . . . . .  Yn-1 have degrees w~, ..., 
w*_l, respectively. Let G be a graph obtained from G' by adjoining a
vertex x and d / edges such that Ix V c y i  I = b i for i = 1 .... , n - 1. Then 
G is an r-graph realizing d since (d 1 , ..., d/_ 1 , d]+ 1 , ..., d n ) = w*  + b. 
Another consequence of Lemma 2.4 is the following theorem, which 
generalizes both [2, Theorem 5.2] and [4, Lemma 1 ]. 
Theorem 2.6. I f  G and H are r-graphs w i th  the  same non increas ing  
degree sequence ,  then G is r - t rans formab le  to some r-graph i somorph ic  
toH.  
Proof. We shall prove this theorem by induction on the number, n say, 
of vertices in the graphs. The theorem is trivial for n = 1. Assume that 
n >_ 2 and that the theorem holds for graphs with fewer than n vertices. 
Let G, H be r-graphs with the same nonincreasmg degree sequence 
d = (d l ,  ..., d n). Let H'  be a graph isomorphic to H with V(H ' )  = V(G)  
= V and d(x ,  H ' )  = d(x ,  G) for every x 6 V. Let x 1 . . . .  , x n be an order- 
ing of V such that d(x~, H ' )  = d(x  z, G) = d i for i = 1 ..... n, and let 
b = (b 1 . . . .  , bn_ 1 ) be the nth r-bondable sequence ofd .  Then by Lemma 
2.4, G ~ G*, H' ~ H*, where G*, H* are graphs with Ix n VG. x~ I = 
Ix n VH, xi l  = b i for i = 1, ..., n - 1. Hence G* - x n and H* - x n have 
the same degree sequence (d l ,  ..., dn_  1 ) - b and so, by the induction 
hypothesis, G* - x n is r-transformable to some graph isomorphic 
H* -x  n . Thus G* is r-transformable to some graph H** isomorphic to 
H*. Now G r_. G* ,  G* ~ H** ,H**  ~ H* ,H*  ~ H '  (since H' ~ H*) and 
so G ~ H",  where H"  is a graph isomorphic to H' and hence isomorphic 
to H. (Theorem 2.6 can also be deduced from [2, Theorem 4.1].) 
3. A generalized Erd6s-Gallai theorem 
Theorem 3.2 below is a restatement of [2, Theorem 2.1 ]. Following 
[2], an n × n matrix C = (ci/) of nonnegative integers in which % = c/i 
and eli ---- 0 for i, j = 1 .... , n, is called a capac i ty  matr ix  o f  order  n. By a 
c i rcu i to id  of G, we mean a (finite) nonempty subgraph of G which is 
connected and regular of degree 2. A circuitoid is odd if the cardinality 
of its vertex set is odd. Given a capacity matrix C = (c 0)  of order n, we 
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may define a graph G(C) with vertex set { 1, ..., n} in such a way that 
li VG(C)jl = c o for all i, j = 1 .. . .  , n. Following [2],  we say that a capaci- 
ty matrix C satisfies the odd cycle condition if the distance between 
any two odd circuitoids of  G(C) is at most 1 ; that is, for any two ver- 
tex-disjoint odd circuitoids of  G(C), there is at least one edge joining 
them. Given a capacity matrix C = (c,/) of  order n, we say that a se- 
quence d = (d 1 .... , d n) of nonnegative integers is C-graphic if there 
exists a (loopless) graph G with vertex set { 1, ..., n } such that d(i, G) 
= d i and It V a j l <_ Ci] for all i, j = 1, ..., n. 
Remark 3.1. The capacity matr ix C = (cii) of order n, where c 0 = r for 
all distinct i, ] e { 1, ..., n}, satisfies the odd cycle condit ion since 
E(G(C)) = 0 if r = 0, and every two distinct vertices of  G(C) are adjacent 
if r>  0. 
Theorem 3.2 (Fulkerson, Hof fman,  McAndrew). Let C = (c O) be a capa- 
city matrix o f  order n satisfying the odd cycle condition Then a se- 
quence d = (d 1 .... , d n ) o f  nonnegative integers is C-graphic if  and only 
if 
(i) n £t= 1 d, is even, and 
(ii) for any three disjoint subsets S, T, U o f  N = { 1, ..., n } with 
Su Tu  U=N,  wehave 
d i <_ ~ d, + ~ C,1. 
t~ S tE T tE S 
I~Su U 
By Remark 3.1, we immediately have the fol lowing theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. A sequence d = (all, ..., d n ) o f  nonnegative integers is r- 
graphic if  and only i f  
(i) ~.n=ld i is even, and 
(ii) for any three disjoint subsets S, T, U o f  N = ( I, ..., n } with 
S u Tu  U =N, we have 
di<_ ~ d i+r lS l ( IS l+ lU I -  1). 
tE S iE T 
Using Theorem 3.3, we obtain the fol lowing simpler characterizations 
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of r-graphic sequences. (Theorem 3.4 below is an obvious generalization 
of  [ 2, Theorem 5.1 ] .) 
Theorem 3.4. A non#~creasing sequence d = (d 1 , ..., d n ) is r-graphic i f  
and only i f  
(i) ~?-_ldi is even, and 
(ii) for all integers k, l such that 1 <- k <_ l <_ n, 
k n 
~d,  < _ ~ d ,+rk( l -  1). 
t=l t=l+l 
Proof. It can be easily verified that, for a nonincreasing d = (d] . . . .  , d,) ,  
condit ion (ia) in Theorem 3.3 is equivalent to that in Theorem 3.4. 
Theorem 3.5 (A generalized Erd5s-Gal la i  theorem). A nonincreasing 
sequence d = (all, ..., d n) o f  nonnegative integers is r-graphic i f  and only 
if 
(i) ~ni__a di Is even, and 
(ii) for every positive integer k <_ n, 
k n 
d,<_rk (k -1 )+ ~ min( rk ,  d ,} .  
i=1 i=k+l  
Proof. Necessity. Assume that d is r-graphic. Then (i) clearly holds. Let 
k be a positive integer less than or equal to n, and let G be an r-graph 
whose vertices x 1 ....  , x n have degrees d l ,  ..., dn, respectively. Let 
X = (x~: i = 1 .... , k}. Then 
k 
~ d, < _ 2 ]X Va XI + IX V a (V(G) -X ) I  
i=I 
n 
<_r lX l ( IX I -  1)+ ~ min( r lX [ ,d  i} 
i=k+l  
n 
<_ rk(k - 1) + ~ min( rk ,  di} . 
t=k+l  
Sufficiency. Assume that (i) and (ii) hold. Let S, T, U be any three 
disjoint subsets of  N = { 1 .. . . .  n } such that S o T u U = N. We may as- 
sume that S ¢ 0. Let ]SI -- k. Then, since d is nonincreasing and (ii) 
holds, we have 
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k 
z~S 1=1 
k + IUI 
<_ rk(k- 1) + ~ min(rk, di} + 
i=k+l  
n 
<rk(k-1)+rklUl+ ~ d, 
/=k+lU l+ l  
n 
min (rk, di) 
i=k+lUl+l 
~rlSl(ISl+lUI- 1)+ ~] d z. 
tET 
Hence, by Theorem 3.3, d is r-graphic. 
Remark 3.6. Setting r = 1, Theorem 3.5 becomes the well-known Erd6s 
-Gallai theorem [ I ]. Setting r = ~ (or, more precisely, r >_ d 1 ), Theo- 
rem 3.5 yields the simple characterization of  sequences realizable by 
loopless graphs [3]. 
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